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Micro electro mechanical cantilever with electrostatically controlled tip
contact

Imen Rezadad, Javaneh Boroumand, Evan M. Smith, and Robert E. Peale
Physics Department, University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida 32816, USA

(Received 22 February 2014; accepted 16 July 2014; published online 25 July 2014)

A micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) cantilever that lifts from the surface by electrostatic

force is described. The design is composed of three conductors: a fixed buried plate, a fixed surface

plate, and a moveable cantilever. All have the same square shape and are arranged parallel in a

vertical stack with aligned edges. The surface plate and cantilever are biased at the same potential,

and the buried plate is oppositely biased. Theoretical analysis based on values of position-dependent

coefficients of capacitance and electrostatic induction from finite element method demonstrates the

sign of the force on the cantilever and determines its magnitude. Video microscopy and electrical

measurements demonstrate the electrostatic lifting of the cantilever in a fabricated MEMS device.

The vertical displacement of the cantilever is quantified from changes in optical interference fringes,

and the displacement magnitude agrees with expectations based on estimated strengths of upward

electrostatic force and downward elastic restoring force. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4891496]

Edwards1 proposed a micro-electro-mechanical system

(MEMS) infrared (IR) detector composed of a cantilever, a

surface plate, and a buried plate. Lifting of the cantilever tip

from a surface contact pad by electrostatic force is an essen-

tial principle of operation, in which the duty cycle of a repet-

itively opened and closed tip contact is a measure of the

absorbed infrared energy.2 This space-efficient three-layer

design allows high fill factors. We confirm by calculation

and experiment that an electrostatic force of the required

direction and of sufficient magnitude is achieved. Many

groups have considered electrostatic positioning control of

MEMS devices [e.g., Refs. 3–12], but Edwards’s design

makes higher fill factor possible and suggests broader appli-

cations as means of overcoming stiction in MEMS switches,

actuators, and micromirrors.13,14

The net force on the cantilever is determined from the

position dependence of the coefficients of capacitance and

electrostatic induction. The model system consists of 3 paral-

lel plates (Fig. 1, lower inset), which are assumed square and

each with area A. A buried plate (1) is at depth d below the

surface and is held at a potential of �V/2. A fixed surface

plate (2) is held at potential þV/2. The cantilever (3) is a

variable height z above the surface plate, to which it is elec-

trically connected so that its potential is also þV/2. The

energy of a system of conductors at fixed potentials /i is15

U ¼ 1

2

X
a;b

Cab/a/b : (1)

The Cabða 6¼ bÞ are the coefficients of electrostatic induction

ðCab ¼ CbaÞ, and the Caa are the coefficients of capacity. The

former are always negative and the latter are always positive.

Both coefficient types depend on the conductor shapes, sizes,

and relative positions. For our model system, the energy is

U ¼ V2

8
�2C12 � 2C13 þ 2C23 þ C11 þ C22 þ C33ð Þ: (2)

Differentiation of this energy with respect to the vertical posi-

tion z of the cantilever gives the electrostatic force on that plate
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� 2
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@z

� �
:

(3)

FIG. 1. (upper) Coefficients Cij for system of three parallel square plates as

a function of the cantilever height z for plate area 10 lm � 10 lm. Inset:

log-log plot for three of the curves. (lower) Net force on 10 lm � 10 lm

cantilever vs. its height above the surface for 20 V bias. Symbols are calcula-

tion results. The line is a fit to 1ffiffi
z
p . Inset: Model schematic.
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It is very important that the “þ” appears before the derivative

in Eq. (3), rather than the usual “�” from ordinary mechanics.

The quantity U is the electric energy of the plates alone, and it

does not include the energy of the large charge reservoirs, bat-

teries, or power supplies that are necessary to maintain the

plates at constant potential as the cantilever moves. These

charge sources or sinks do work in moving charges to main-

tain the potentials, so their energy changes. When this is prop-

erly included, it turns out that it is the positive derivative of U
that determines the force.15

Fig. 1 (upper) plots the six z-dependent coefficients cal-

culated by finite element method (FEM) (FastCap16 and

Elmer17,18) for 10 lm � 10 lm plates. As z increases, the

magnitude of C13 decreases due to fringe-field weakening,

which lessens induced charges. Generally, however, the

z-dependence of all the C1j is very weak, because the surface

plate screens the buried plate from the field of the cantilever,

whose motion therefore has little effect on the buried plate’s

total charge. This allows us to ignore the derivatives of those

three coefficients in Eq. (3), giving

F ffi V2

8
2
@C23

@z
þ @C22

@z
þ @C33

@z

� �
: (4)

The induction coefficient C23 (which is negative)

approaches zero with increasing separation of the two upper

conductors, as expected, so that dC23/dz is positive. The pos-

itive coefficients of capacity C22 and C33 are expected to

decrease to constant positive values as the separation

between the top two conductors increases, and we expect

C22>C33 because the surface plate is near to two plates

while the cantilever is near to just one. These expectations

are also confirmed in Fig. 1, upper. Thus the z derivatives of

these coefficients of capacity are negative. The inset in

Fig. 1 upper presents a log-log plot of the three coefficients

in Eq. (4). The slope of -C23 is more negative than the slopes

of the other two, so that the first term in Eq. (4) exceeds the

sum of the magnitudes of the other two terms. Hence, the

force is positive. In other words, the direction of the force is

the same as if the cantilever is being repelled from the sur-

face. (We eschew the convenience of phrases such as

“repulsive force” and “repelled by the surface” to avoid con-

ceptual controversies associated with the fiction of force at a

distance. Each conductor feels only the negative pressure

due to the fields at its own surface.15 Integration of this pres-

sure over the surface gives the net force18 and confirms the

sign found here.)

Fig. 1 (lower) plots the calculated force (Eq. (4)) using

coefficient values from Fig. 1 (upper). The net force is posi-

tive in the considered range 0.25 lm< z< 2.5 lm, which are

the motional limits in the experimental device. The force

decreases as the separation increases. Over the range consid-

ered, the force is adequately described by a power law. The

line shows a fit to the function 1ffiffi
z
p . That line reveals a small

oscillation with z in the force data, which is an artifact due to

meshing, as determined using higher mesh density at the

expense of longer calculation times. When the permittivity

of the structural oxide in the actual device is included,18 the

force magnitude increases nearly four-fold in comparison to

that presented in Fig. 1 for the simple model system.

Without a surface plate, the force on the cantilever

would be downward toward the oppositely biased buried

plate. On the other hand, if the surface plate were much

larger than the others, it would screen the buried plate so that

there would be no fields from it at the cantilever, and hence

no force on the cantilever. As found above, the force is

upwards for plates of equal dimensions. Thus, were the sur-

face plate to increase in size monotonically from zero, the

force would change from downward to upwards before

decreasing again to zero. There will be an optimum surface

plate size that maximizes the upward force. Optimization by

2 dimensional FEM calculations is presented in Ref. 18,

which also presents visualization and discussion of the fring-

ing fields.

We fabricated devices described in Ref. 1, which are

similar to the simplified model analyzed above. The struc-

tural material of the cantilever and the dielectric between

surface and buried plates was plasma-enhanced chemical

vapor deposited (PECVD) oxide. Buried and surface plates

were 100 nm thick Cr. Cantilever metal was 10 nm thick Cr

coated with 30 nm Au, which was electrically connected to

the surface plate via 10 lm wide arms and anchors. The

processing is described in Refs. 19 and 20. Plates of 100 lm

� 100 lm, 50 lm � 50 lm, and 20 lm � 20 lm were fabri-

cated. All show the same effects. Fig. 2 is a scanning elec-

tron microscopy (SEM) image of one device in its unbiased

“null position.”1 Breaking of contact between tip metal and

tip pad is electrically sensed. The device differs from the

model, as necessary for intended function,1 by the presence

of dielectrics, an infinite (wafer scale) buried plate, non-

parallel flexible cantilever orientation and motion, arms,

release holes, electrical traces, and bond pads.

Video microscopy dramatically reveals the upward dis-

placement due to the electrostatic force. Fig. 3 (upper)

presents video frames before and after reaching 40 V applied

bias, where the electrostatic force has ripped the cantilever

from its anchors, displacing it. Some videos show the canti-

lever flying away when the anchors give way.

Fig. 3 (lower) presents images of incompletely released

cantilevers stuck in polyimide residue. When biased, the can-

tilever slowly peeled up from the surface. Loss of contact

between cantilever and residue is revealed by intrusion of air

under the cantilever from the edges and release holes. When

FIG. 2. SEM image of the MEMS cantilever with 50 lm � 50 lm paddle.
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the bias is removed, the cantilevers sink back into the sticky

film, and the air is squeezed back out.

Vertical displacement of the semitransparent cantilever

was quantified by an optical interferometry method

described in Ref. 19 on a large cantilever with 100 lm

� 100 lm paddle using a 600-nm-wavelength long-pass filter

to improve contrast. At zero bias, the highest density of

fringes occurs near the middle of the paddle, where the cur-

vature of the paddle is evidently maximum. An SEM image

of one of these large cantilevers confirms this interpretation

of the initial paddle deformation in null position.18 When

bias is applied, the fringes from the middle of the paddle are

observed to shift toward the tip, increasing their spacing,

while no change in the interference pattern is observed near

the base of the paddle or arms. This indicates a lifting of the

tip and flattening of the paddle with bias. Fig. 4 plots the

height of the gap between cantilever and surface determined

from the first several dark fringes nearest the tip where their

visibility is highest. We assume that the dark fringe nearest

the tip at 0 V has a quarter-wave gap of 150 nm. Insets are

microscope images at 20 and 40 V, where the difference in

interference pattern is most obvious over the rightmost

release holes which change from bright to dark. The observed

average change in height with bias is roughly 5 nm/V. An esti-

mate of the spring constant for bending of the paddle due to a

concentrated force near the tip21 is 0.22 N/m. Thus, to obtain

100 nm of tip lift for 20 V bias requires a force of �22 nN. We

note that the portion of the large curved cantilever feeling most

of the lifting and paddle-flattening force is evidently near the

tip, a strip of say �5 lm � 100 lm, which is five-fold larger

than the 10 lm � 10 lm area of the model cantilever in Fig. 1.

We also note that the structural oxide tends to increase the elec-

trostatic force.18 Hence, the observed displacement agrees with

expectations in order of magnitude.

Setting the electrostatic force, which for the simple

model goes as � V2ffiffi
z
p according to Eq. (4) and Fig. 1, equal to

the elastic force, which goes as z, we expect the displace-

ment to increase as V4/3. In fact, Fig. 4 suggests that dis-

placement depends sub-linearly on V. We note that some

cantilevers are destroyed at 40 V bias by excessive leakage

FIG. 3. Video microscopy frames of well-released cantilever before (upper

left) and after (upper right) reaching 40 V applied bias, where upward elec-

trostatic force has ripped the cantilever off its anchors. Video frames for

incompletely released cantilever before (lower left) and after (lower right)

applying bias. Electrostatic force lifts the cantilever from polyimide residue,

causing air bubbles to intrude under the semi-transparent cantilever from the

edges and release holes.

FIG. 4. Height of gap between surface plate and cantilever as function of

distance from tip for three values of applied bias. Insets show images with

different interference patterns in red light at 20 V and 40 V.

FIG. 5. (top) Applied sawtooth ramp bias applied between cantilever and

buried plate and measured current through load resistor. (bottom) Schematic

of device with external circuitry.
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current between surface and buried plates. Any leakage

reduces the expected electrostatic force on the plates.

Leakage can be reduced by using materials with larger

dielectric constant.

The vertical displacement caused by the electrostatic

force was also observed electrically. In null position, a bias

applied to the cantilever should appear across the load resis-

tor shown schematically in Fig. 5. When contact with the tip

breaks due to the lifting of the cantilever, the voltage across

the load returns to 0 V. A saw tooth ramp bias was applied as

shown in Fig. 5. The actual tip contact resistance was very

high (due to residue or curling), so that no direct current was

observed in null position. Instead, as bias increased, breaking

of physical contact at the tip caused a sudden redistribution

of charge, which was sensed as a small current in the load re-

sistor. When the bias was switched off, there appeared an

induced current in the load of the opposite sign, which we

interpret as being due to the sudden return of the cantilever

to null position. This effect is repeatable.

The sign and relative size of the current spikes in Fig. 5

are easily explained. When the positively biased tip is in

physical (but not electrical) contact with the tip pad, the lat-

ter is negatively charged by induction. When the cantilever

pops up, some of this negative charge flows away through

the load resistor, causing negative current. The cantilever

continues to rise slowly during the ramp, allowing more neg-

ative charge to bleed off, but the rate of this charge flow is

below the noise. When the bias is shut off, the cantilever

returns suddenly to null position from its maximum height,

inducing a large positive current as all of the original nega-

tive charge rushes back up through the load resistor to induc-

tively recharge the tip pad.

The tip may be designed so that the electrostatic force

overcomes the Casimir sticking force even for very close elec-

trical contact between tip and tip pad.18 Noise equivalent

power and noise equivalent temperature difference for IR sens-

ing mechanism are discussed in Ref. 21. In summary, an

electrostatic force that lifts a MEMS cantilever from the sur-

face, for a design composed of three parallel conducting plates,

has been demonstrated theoretically and experimentally.

This project was supported in part by the Florida High

Technology Corridor (I-4) Program.
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